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Abstract: Smart Grid is the trend of next generation electrical power system which makes the power grid intelligent
and energy efficient. It requires high level of network reliability to support the two-way communication among elec-
trical services, electrical units such as smart meters, and applications. The wireless mesh network infrastructure can
provide redundant routes for the Smart Grid communication network to ensure the network availability. Also due to
its high level of flexibility and scalability features that make it become a promising solution for Smart Grid. However,
similar with many other distributed ad-hoc networks, trust is a critical issue for wireless mesh networks. In this pa-
per, we proposed a novel trust-based geographical routing protocol, named as Dynamic Trust Elective Geo Routing
(DTEGR), which allows peers in a Smart Grid system to adjust their interaction behaviors based on the trustworthiness
of others. The simulation studies have confirmed that DTEGR can achieve better routing performance in different
network scenarios, and also to achieve high level of reliable data transmission in Smart Grid communication networks.
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efficiency

1. Introduction

Smart Grid is the trend of next generation electrical power sys-
tem. It enables the functionalities of two-way communication
among electrical services, electrical units, and applications. The
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines
Smart Grid standard in seven domains, which are market, cus-
tomer, service provider, bulk generation, distribution, operation,
and transmission [1]. A Smart Grid communication network un-
derpins and connects the seven domains together through data
control transmission to enable the interactive operation so as to
optimize resource allocation among power grid.

Compare to the traditional power grid, Smart Grid is the inte-
gration of telecommunication, information and power grid tech-
nologies. As the communication network becomes crucial in
Smart Grid, a highly reliable and robust connection is required
to support interactive operations between electrical services and
applications. A wireless mesh network is a communications net-
work made up of wireless nodes organized in a mesh topology
which allows flexible interactions and communications. It is
a promising infrastructure for Smart Grid which has embedded
reliability and robustness in its mesh architecture. Moreover, it is
low cost scalability, and flexibility [2]. Similar with many other
distributed ad-hoc networks, trust is a critical issue of wireless
mesh networks. When the network is under cyber-attacks, the
interactions among peers will collapse, and overhead will be re-
quired. Therefore, although Smart Grid promises as a “green”
technology which can save energy, without handling the trust is-
sues properly, it may consume huge amount of energy by intro-
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ducing interactive operation and control.
In Ref. [3], we highlight the importance of trust issues in Smart

Grid systems, and initially introduced an energy aware geograph-
ical routing protocol to tackle these trust issues. This paper ad-
vances the Dynamic Trust Elective Geo Routing (DTEGR) proto-
col to extend our previous work and also provides more technical
details of the DTEGR and comprehensive simulation results to
validate its advantages.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give
a brief introduction of typical Smart Grid communication net-
work infrastructure and the major security concerns. Then a re-
view of related work in the trust-based routing area is presented
in Section 3. In Section 4, we present DTEGR algorithm in de-
tails, and then simulation and evaluation results are presented in
Section 5. Finally, the conclusion and future work are drawn in
Section 6.

2. Smart Grid Communication Network
Infrastructure and Related Trust Issues

2.1 Network Infrastructure
IEEE has defined three foundational layers for Smart Grid, i.e.,

the energy and power layer, the communication layer, and the
IT/computer layer [1]. In this paper, we focus on the commu-
nication layer. The hierarchical communication is a typical in-
frastructure adopted in Smart Grid communication network. The
layers can be further classified by geographical size, i.e., Wide
Area Network (WAN), Neighborhood Area Network (NAN), and
Home Area Network (HAN) [4]. Also it can be classified by do-
main, i.e., HAN, Business Area Network (BAN), NAN, data cen-
ter, substation automation integration system in Ref. [5].
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2.2 Trust Issues in Smart Grid Systems
Communication network is playing a crucial role in Smart

Grid, which makes trust a crucial issue in Smart Grid. The re-
search study in Ref. [6] defined that there are three major trust re-
lated concerns in the Smart Grid communication network. From
most important to less important, they are network availability,
data integrity, and information privacy.

Smart Grid communication network requires an uninterrupt-
able connection to ensure the Smart Grid available all the time.
The typical attacks are black, grey-hole attack, and flooding at-
tack [6]. Black-hole attack is dropping all the received packets,
while grey-hole attack is dropping some of the packets randomly
or by purpose. These two cyber-attacks could disable the network
and increase the energy consumption. In addition, the flooding
attack is adversary sending huge amount of junk message to ex-
haust network resources and consume large amount of energy.

Additionally, the data integrity is defined as the data transmit
in Smart Grid communication is intercepted by adversaries and
manipulate without authorization. As monetary information in-
volves in Smart Grid, this could cost huge financial loss, and also
adversaries could take over the grid. Moreover, the Smart Grid is
also holding end-users’ profiles and this could be misused by ad-
versaries for any purposes, namely information privacy concern.

3. Related Works

The study in Ref. [2] has recommended that wireless mesh net-
work infrastructure for the Smart Grid communication network,
and the study in Ref. [7] has also given many successful cases of
wireless mesh network deployment in different cities in various
forms. All of these are showing wireless mesh network infras-
tructure is a promising solution to Smart Grid. On the other hand,
the inherent trust concerns of wireless mesh network infrastruc-
ture raise the trust issue on the nodes in the network. In Smart
Grid communication network, these nodes are various electric
units, e.g. smart meters. Trust is a critical issue for most ad-hoc
networks and complex distributed systems [8], [9]. The studies
in Refs. [10], [11], [12] defined trust is a belief or expectation
on other parties’ behavior without malicious intent, and this ex-
perience can be shared among the network of people. From this
definition, there are two parts of behavior trust involved; those are
direct trust and reputation. Direct trust is the direct experiences of
target, where the reputation is the third parties experiences of tar-
get. In study [13], the combination of direct trust and reputation is
in two major ways which are discrete model and the model based
on the fuzzy logic. Discrete model is to use confident factors be-
tween direct trust and reputation to find out the final trust value,
ATSR is a typical example of using this technique referenced in
Ref. [3]. While the fuzzy logic approach is using value sets to
describe the behavior trust then finally use different algorithms to
calculate the final value, i.e., average of the value sets.

The ATSR is one of the typical trust-based routing protocols
can be applied into wireless mesh network. It distributes trust
management protocol which consists with direct trust and indi-
rect trust (reputation) as metric to evaluate the behavior of target
nodes. It has 8 metrics to measure the trust level of the target
nodes, such as success forwarding ratio, data integrity, etc. These

metrics can be considered as the expectation in the trust defini-
tion. There are 2 strategies in the ATSR model, which are direct
trust and indirect trust. Direct trust is the expectation of target
nodes from source node, which mean the trust evaluation is per-
formed by source node. Indirect is the shared experience from
source node’s neighbors to the target nodes, which means the trust
evaluation is performed by target nodes’ neighbors. These 2 trust
values will be putting together with a weight factor of each to
become a final trust value in order to measure target nodes’ trust
level. After the trust level is determined, ATSR will calculate
each of source node’s neighbors’ distance to the destination. The
closer distance to the destination, neighbor will gain higher value
in the distance metric. Moreover, this distance value and final
trust value will be putting together again with a weight factor of
each to become final value of target nodes. The nodes with high-
est final value will be selected as next hop forwarding node and
eventually reach the destination.

In wireless mesh network topology, IP routing has 2 ways to
find the path, either records the whole network which is link-state
protocol, or using the opportunistic techniques, which is vector
protocol. Geographical routing protocol uses the distance vector
which is the geographical information to find the direction to the
destination, so as to avoid the flooding of nodes state information.
It make source node more efficient to locate the path to destination
in a large scale network. GPSR [17] is the most typical geograph-
ical routing protocol that it consists with 2 strategies. They are
greedy forwarding and perimeter forwarding. ATSR is using the
greedy forwarding strategies that it selects the node with closest
distance to the destination. When in a situation that source node
is the one with closest distance to the destination within its radio
range, greedy forwarding here will not work. And the 2nd strat-
egy of GPSR perimeter forwarding will take part here. Perimeter
forwarding is using the right-hand rule to select the next hop until
the next hop with closer distance to the destination is found.

The study in Ref. [14] has proposed a trust-based routing
framework, and this framework contains some nodes which are
assumed being trusted to monitor its neighbors’ behaviors within
the radio range. The activities monitor log will be collected by
trust builder for evaluation, and then trust builder will send a copy
to reputation manager for a record. Therefore, this information
can be used as reputation for other in the future. The method pro-
posed in Ref. [15] is similar to ATSR protocol. However, rather
than avoiding the malicious nodes, it blacklists the physical area
where the malicious behaviors take place. As they think the ma-
licious attacks normally take place in the same region.

4. Dynamic Trust Elective Geo Routing
(DTEGR)

The Dynamic Trust Elective Geo Routing (DTEGR) protocol
is a trust-based geographical routing protocol, which is inspired
from the ATSR algorithm after we have identified the shortcom-
ing of it. The ATSR algorithm is using static weight factors be-
tween distance metric and trust metric to evaluate the final score
for each neighbor node. If the trust weight factor is too high,
the distance metric will barely affect the final score to have the
packet forwarded to the right destination. On the other hand, if
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the distance weight factor is too high, the algorithm will hardly
detect malicious nodes. It needs the trade-off between the de-
tection sensitivity and distance, thus obviously a static weight
factor is not the master key to optimize all the scenarios. In
such case, we proposed the DTEGR protocol to split the eval-
uation into 2 steps. First of all, DTEGR will setup the trust value
threshold h, if neighbor nodes’ trust value are higher than h, these
neighbors would be considered trustable and they will be in the
trust forwarding list. Then the next step is to select the neighbor
with closest distance to the destination as next hop from the trust
forwarding list. In such case, we save one calculation operation
from the trust metric and distance metric combination, namely the
energy consumption for this operation can be optimized compare
to ATSR algorithm.

tx,A ≥ h⇒ nx,A ∈ lA (1)

In Eq. (1), nx,A is neighbor of node A, tx,A is the trust value of
nx,A in node A, h is the trust threshold value, and lA is the trust
forwarding list generated by node A.

In such case, the trade-off between trust and distance is no
longer needed, but now the threshold value is an issue. If the
threshold is too high, it can cause the trust forwarding list empty.
Or if it is too low, it is possible to include the malicious node in
the list. To tackle this problem, we propose a dynamic threshold
algorithm in DTEGR. First of all, the maximum value of thresh-
old needs to be determined by averaging of the good behavior
nodes’ trust value. The equation is below:

hmax =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

n∑
i

ti

n

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
− 0.1, (2)

where hmax is the default trust threshold value for all the nodes
in the network, n is the number of selected good behavior nodes,
and ti is the trust value. In such case, this threshold can make sure
all the good behavior neighbors in the trust forwarding list. There
is a possibility that some of the good nodes have bad performance
by accident, and the trust forwarding list size could be decreasing
over time because of this. The DTEGR can make sure there is
sufficient choices in the list and also giving the second chance to
the nodes have poor performance previously. When threshold is
equal to hmax and trust forwarding list size less than 30% of num-
ber of neighbors, threshold value will drop by 0.1. This is to give
the second chance to those nodes which have poor performance
before. If those nodes performance well again, their trust values
should be increased back to standard level again. However, after
first decrease on threshold value, the trust forwarding list is still
less than 30% then nothing will happen until the list is empty.
When the list is empty, DTEGR will drop the threshold by 0.1
again until the list is not empty any more.

For the trust metric evaluation, it consists of direct trust met-
ric and indirect trust metric. Direct trust metric is formulated as
following.

tdirect =
s

s + f
(3)

where s is total number of well performances of target node, and

f is the total number of bad performances or namely malicious
behaviors. In such case, every time neighbors have malicious be-
haviors, the algorithm will record down and thus the trust value
will decrease. Indirect trust is the trust value obtains from other
neighbor who knows the target node. The final trust value can be
calculated using the following equation.

tfinal = cindirect × tindirect + (1 − cindirect) × tdirect (4)

The confident factor for indirect trust indicates the confident of
source which is cindirect in the Eq. (4). As the equation showed, the
confident factor can determine how important the indirect trust
will affect the final trust value.

After the trust forwarding list is generated, the distance metric
algorithm in DTEGR will select the neighbor with shortest dis-
tance to the destination as next hop from the list. The distance
equation is as following:

d =
√
|xn − xd |2 + |yn − yd |2 (5)

In Eq. (5), (xn, yn) and (xd, yd) is the longitude and latitude of
neighbor and destination. DTEGR will select the neighbor from
trust forwarding list with shortest distance d as next hop to for-
ward the packets.

5. Simulation

In this section, we have carried out the simulation studies of
DTEGR by using a Java based simulation tool named J-Sim [16].
The topology of wireless mesh network is assumed as a 10 × 10
grid network, namely 100 nodes (i.e., smart meters) as shown in
Fig. 1.

There are 26 malicious nodes have been deployed in the net-
work, (red dots in Fig. 1). All the malicious nodes will perform
grey-hole attacks which they will drop the received packets ran-
domly, except for node 12. Node 12 will drop all the received
packets to conduct black-hole attacks. In the simulation, each
scenario has 300 sessions will be preceded, and each session in-
terval is 4 seconds. Each session will forward 1 UDP packet with
31 bytes data, and packet’s time to live (TTL) is 128 milliseconds.

Fig. 1 10 × 10 wireless mesh network topology.
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Fig. 2 Packets loss vs. trust weight factor.

Table 1 Mean latency vs. trust weight factor.

5.1 The Comparison Between DTEGR and ATSR
There are three scenarios to compare DTEGR with ATSR

algorithm, and each scenario has different node-pairs as source
and destination nodes. ATSR protocol is conducted in each sce-
nario to compare with DTEGR protocol. ATSR is conducted for
7 times with trust weight factor from 0.2 to 0.8, namely the dis-
tance weight factor is from 0.8 to 0.2. The trust weight factors
{0, 0.1, 0.9, 1} are not included because it is either disable the trust
metric or distance metric. The DTEGR is only conducted once as
it does not have weight factor issue, and the threshold will be ad-
justed automatically by the algorithm. The initial threshold value
for DTEGR is 0.7 in this simulation as the average trust values of
good behaves nodes is 0.8. We have the threshold value a little
bit lower than the average good behaves node trust value so as to
have sufficient neighbors in the trust forwarding list.

In the first scenario, the node-pair is node 1 and node 99 which
we are targeting to investigate the path finding behavior of two
algorithms under heavy cyber-attacks environment in longer dis-
tance. The simulation result is as following in Fig. 2 and Table 1.

According to the simulation results in Fig. 2, the ATSR perform
well when the trust weight factor between 0.3 and 0.6. When
trust weight factor is set at 0.2 in ATSR, it made trust metric
too little to alert the nodes from grey-hole attacks, while when
trust weight factor is set at 0.7 and 0.8, it made the distance met-
ric too small to affect the direction selection to destination node
as there are many hop selections between node 1 and node 99.
In this scenario, ATSR with trust weight factor at 0.6 has the
best result as it has the least packets loss. DTEGR had lost 25
packets out of 300. Compared to the ATSR, the trust weight fac-
tor at 0.6 is slightly higher. However, if we look at the latency
on Table 1, DTEGR has less delay which is 13.42 milliseconds,
where ATSR took 15.86 milliseconds when trust weight factor at
0.6. From the mean packet latency performance, it can be found
that DTEGR algorithm can select shorter path (less average hop
count) to the destination comparing to ATSR. In addition, it has
less average hop count to the destination which means use less en-
ergy in transmission as each node consume similar energy units
to forward a packet. In scenario 1, DTEGR had similar perfor-
mance on packet loss but consume less energy to complete the

Fig. 3 Packets loss vs. trust weight factor 2.

Table 2 Mean latency vs. trust weight factor 2.

task compare to ATSR.
In scenario 2, the source is node 56 and destination is node 42,

so as to see whether DTEGR algorithm will be adaptable enough
to select the trustable path to destination by sacrificing the dis-
tance factor. The result is shown as following in Fig. 3 and
Table 2.

According to Fig. 3, ATSR with trust weight factor from 0.2 to
0.6 had more than 40% of packets loss in the scenario 2, which
cause network collapse. The reason for high percentage packet
loss is because node 56 was surrounded by malicious nodes, thus
the trust weight factor was not high enough to avoid these mali-
cious nodes. Those good behaved neighbors were too far away
from the sink node compare to the malicious neighbors. The far
away from distance means low distance value, and those mali-
cious nodes were close enough to the destination to obtain enough
point to ignore trust metric and won the first position in the ATSR
evaluation. When trust weight factor at 0.7 and 0.8 in ATSR, it
finally made the trust metric high enough to ignore the distance
metric so the malicious neighbors can be avoided. In the sce-
nario 2, node 56 and node 42 is not so far away that ATSR was
still able to find a short path to the sink node when the distance
metric became less important. Compare to scenario 1, when the
trust weight factor at 0.7, ATSR was a little bit start getting lost
to the sink node. While in scenario 2, ATSR has the best result
when trust weight factor was at 0.7 as it takes lower mean latency,
in other words less energy consumption. When the trust weight
factor is 0.8, the packet loss is lower. DTEGR had lost 24 pack-
ets in this scenario which is slightly higher than ATSR, and its
mean packet latency is at 6.3 milliseconds which indicate that it
selected longer path to the sink node. In scenario 2, there were
many malicious nodes appearing between node 56 and node 42,
thus the secured paths were either traverse to the left or right so
as to get around the malicious nodes and reach the destination.
The left path was the shorter path, but the neighbor with closer
distance to the destination was on the right hand side, and this
was why DTEGR selected the longer path.

In scenario 3, we select node-pair (34, 86) as source and desti-
nation nodes respectively, so as to study whether the new DTEGR
algorithm able to select a longer but trustworthy path in longer
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Fig. 4 Packets loss vs. trust weight factor scenario 3.

Table 3 Mean latency vs. trust weight factor.

source and destination distance compare to 2nd scenario. The re-
sult is shown as following in Fig. 4 and Table 3.

According to Fig. 3, the most suitable trust weight factor for
ATSR was at 0.8 as it costs the least packet loss and less mean
packet latency. The packet loss is over 70% when the trust weight
factor was at 0.2 and 0.3. This was because the trust metric was
too low to affect the algorithm to avoid 2 of malicious nodes in
between source node and sink node. As the trust weight factor in
ATSR is increasing, the packet loss e was dropping significantly
as well. It was the same reason for the scenario 2, because source
node and sink node were close enough to each other that the al-
gorithm did not get lost when distance metric become less impor-
tant. DTEGR had 17 packets lost out of 300 in the scenario 3, and
mean packet latency was at 6.54 milliseconds which had similar
performance to ATSR, but less packets loss.

From the three scenarios evaluated as above, it can be seen
that ATSR is sensitive on the weight factors and need to config-
ure different suitable trust weight factor for different scenarios.
In scenario 1 was at 0.6, scenario 2 was at 0.7, and scenario 3
was at 0.8. This was a huge different in the trust weight fac-
tor selection. As the trust and distance weight factors in ATSR
are static factors, it cannot use the same weight factor to tackle
all the scenarios. For example, in scenario 1, 0.6 was the trust
weight factor that can achieve best result, but if used 0.6 in sce-
nario 2 or 3, which will cause the network collapse as there are
over 40% of packet loss. DTEGR has testified that it has over-
come the problem which ATSR was experienced. In all 3 sce-
narios, DTEGR was able to maintain the packet loss and latency
level which ATSR require changes the weight factors manually to
obtain the best performance.

5.2 The Stability of DTEGR
To further investigate the stability of DTEGR algorithm’s per-

formance to avoid malicious attacks, we setup different malicious
attacks scenarios in the network, i.e., 30%, 40%, 50% malicious
nodes of the network to compare with ATSR trust weight factor at
0.5. The 20% or less of malicious nodes is not sufficient to block

Fig. 5 DTEGR vs. ATSR under 50% malicious nodes attacks.

Table 4 Mean packet latency for DTEGR vs. ATSR under 50% attacks.

the route between node 1 and node 99 to cause any packet loss
in most of the scenarios as we have tried 10 random simulations
where 6 has 0% packet loss. While the 60% or more of malicious
nodes in the network is too many that it can completely block the
route from the node 1 to node 99 in most of the scenarios. We
also have tried the 60% scenario ten times, which 7 of the simu-
lations have the malicious nodes completely blocked the path to
sink node. We deploy the malicious nodes in random positions
for ten times for each level of attacks. For each scenario, there
are 900 traffic sessions to be proceeded as we are testing the per-
formance stability for the DTEGR algorithm, and the interval is
1 second. The traffic is travel from node 1 to node 99.

First of all, we setup 50% of the malicious nodes deploy in
the network randomly with ten simulations, and the simulation
results are shown in below.

From Fig. 5, we can see the performance results in packet loss
for DTEGR and ATSR algorithm were similar as the 0.5 for trust
weight factor is an optimal trust weight factor for these random
scenarios, except for scenarios 2, 5, and 10. In the scenario 2,
ATSR has huge amount of packet loss was due to the trust weight
factor was not high enough to enforce the algorithm detour to
a longer route so as to avoid the malicious nodes attacks. This
can be also seen in the Table 4 packet latency, ATSR achieved
lower packet latency compare to DTEGR it is because it selected
a shorter route to the destination but cannot exclude the malicious
nodes from the route. In scenario 5, ATSR algorithm resulted in
a higher packet loss in the simulation. This is actually the same
reason as in scenario 2, the trust weight factor was low that it
sacrificed so many packets to make the algorithm decided to se-
lect a longer but secure route to the destination. Finally in the
scenario 10, DTEGR algorithm has a higher packet loss compare
to ATSR algorithm, this was because DTEGR algorithm is using
trust threshold to determine whether the nodes are malicious or
legitimate. In such case, the nodes have to bad enough to fall
out the safe forwarding list so the algorithm can select another
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Fig. 6 DTEGR vs. ATSR under 40% malicious nodes attacks.

Table 5 Mean packet latency for DTEGR vs. ATSR under 40% attacks.

neighbor as next hop which with shorter distance to the destina-
tion. In ATSR algorithm case, if there are two nodes have similar
distance to the destination, the change on trust metric value will
make the ATSR algorithm switch the route very quickly. For ex-
ample, node A and B has the same distance to the sink node,
DTEGR and ATSR both first select node A as next hop to for-
ward the packet. Node A start dropping packets after a while,
ATSR will quickly switch the route to node B as node A and B
has the same distance to sink node, as long as trust metric de-
crease, ATSR algorithm will switch. But for the DTEGR case,
it has to wait for node A to drop more packets so as to have the
trust metric value below the threshold, then DTEGR can exclude
node A from the list and switch the route to node B. From this ex-
ample, ATSR algorithm is actually detect and avoid the malicious
quicker than DTEGR algorithm, and thus ATSR has less packet
loss.

Next we decrease the attack level from 50% of malicious nodes
in the network to 40% with the same network setup as last sce-
nario. The results of this scenario are shown in below.

From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the packet loss results obvi-
ously were decreased in general under 40% of attack level rather
than 50% of attack level. In the scenarios 1 and 9, ATSR had high
packet loss number compare to DTEGR algorithm’s performance
in packet loss. Again, this is because the trust weight factor value
not high enough, so it selects the shorter path but insecure route
which causes large amount of packet loss. For the scenario 6
and 7, DTEGR algorithm had higher packet loss number compare
to ATSR algorithm, this is the same reason in scenario 10 when
under 50% malicious nodes attacks. DTEGR algorithm normally
takes longer time to switch the neighbor as next hop compare to
ATSR algorithm when this neighbor has similar distance as cur-
rent next hop neighbor to the destination. But in overall perfor-
mance for DTEGR and ATSR algorithm, DTEGR algorithm has
more stable and better performance rather than like ATSR algo-
rithm has high packet loss in scenarios 1 and 9.

Finally, we reduce the attack level again from 40% malicious
nodes attacks to 30%, and the results are shown in below.

From Fig. 7, the scenario 7 had higher packet loss number

Fig. 7 DTEGR vs. ATSR under 30% malicious nodes attacks.

Table 6 Mean packet latency for DTEGR vs. ATSR under 30% attacks.

Table 7 DTEGR vs. ATSR on packet loss.

with the same reason again as previous scenarios, which was the
trust weight factor was not high enough. Also, for the DTEGR
algorithms, in scenarios 3, 5, 9, and 10, packet loss number were
high compare to ATSR’s performance, it was also the same rea-
sons as previous scenarios. But from these different scenarios’
results under different levels of malicious nodes attacks, ATSR
algorithm with trust weight factor at 0.5 was performing better
and better as the attack level decrease.

As can be seen in the Table 7, when the attack level decreased,
the standard deviation for packet loss on ATSR is getting better
and better compared to DTEGR. This also has been reflected on
the average packet loss such as when attack level was at 30%,
ATSR actually perform slightly better than DTEGR algorithm.
In such case, it can tell that ATSR trust weight factor at 0.5 can
have better performance when attack level is low. Namely, trust
weight factor at 0.5 is optimal value for the ATSR algorithm while
the network is under low level of malicious attacks. As when at-
tack level is low, it has higher probability of same distance alter-
native route to the destination, in such case ATSR algorithm do
not require a high priority on trust metric to select a further route
so as to avoid the malicious nodes to final reach the destination.
When the attack level is high, it will require higher trust value of
weight factor; otherwise it has worse performance in scenario 2
upon 50% attack level. While DTEGR able to detect every ma-
licious node in the route and avoid them without adjusting any
parameter. DTEGR is performing better when under heavy at-
tack as the trust threshold clearly defines the malicious nodes and
legitimate nodes, then avoid the malicious nodes. But ATSR algo-
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rithm do not have a clear definition on which one is malicious and
which one is legitimate, it just select the neighbor with highest
final score which come from distance and trust metric together.
In such case, ATSR algorithm is more sensitive to the change of
trust metric value so it can detect and avoid the malicious nodes
in an earlier stage to save the packet loss. There are two factors
to affect the results of packet loss number for both algorithms.
First is mention before which is the speed of detect and avoid the
malicious nodes, obviously, the faster it happen, the less packet
loss will happen. The second factor is the attack level, when the
attack level is low, while the algorithms are finding the alternative
route, they have less chance to encounter the malicious nodes and
cause the packet loss. On the other way round, when the attack
level is high, the algorithms are more likely to encounter more
malicious nodes to cause packet loss while they are finding the
alternative route. In As ATSR will switch the route quicker once
encounter malicious attack compare to DTEGR, and under light
attack level in the network, the switch of the route is less likely
to encounter the malicious nodes again. In such case, ATSR al-
gorithm is more likely to achieve less packet loss at the end com-
pare to DTEGR. On the other hand, while the network is under
heavy attack, ATSR still able to switch the route quickly once en-
counter the malicious attack. But this time ATSR is more likely
to encounter another malicious node after the switch, then ATSR
quick switch back to the previous malicious node that it creates
more packet loss. In such case, ATSR algorithm requires a higher
value in trust weight factor, so the trust weight factor has higher
priority to detour to a further but a secured route. In DTEGR al-
gorithm, it might take a while to have trust metric collect enough
bad feedbacks to let the malicious nodes to lose their position in
the safe forwarding list, so the algorithm can avoid them. This can
cause higher packet loss compare the ATSR algorithm. But once
these malicious nodes lose their position in the safe forwarding
list, the algorithm will not select them again until the safe for-
warding list trend to empty, and this can prevent the packet loss
reoccurred on the same malicious nodes. This situation is more
likely happen for ATSR in the network which is under heavy at-
tack. In such case, ATSR normally have better performance in
low attack level network scenarios while the trust weight factor is
at 0.5, and DTEGR is likely to have a better performance under
heavy attacks. The network under heavy attack requires ATSR
algorithm assign a higher trust weight factor to have better per-
formance in packet loss. In conclusion, DTEGR resolve the trust
weight factor selection problem in ATSR algorithm, and it can
maintain the good performance level upon different network sce-
narios without any parameter adjustment, where ATSR algorithm
requires extra process to find optimal factors for each scenario to
achieve such performance.

5.3 Energy Consumption
In this scenario, we introduced the energy-aware functional-

ity to DTEGR algorithm. The DTEGR algorithm has 2 steps,
the first step is to use trust metric to generate a safe forward-
ing list for next hop selection, and second step will find out
the neighbor in the list with shortest distance to the destination.
DTEGR algorithm resolved the weight factor selection problem

Table 8 DTEGR with energy metric.

between trust and distance metric in ATSR. But here we have to
again put the weight factor between energy and distance metric
so as to emerge the energy-aware functionality into the algorithm.
Namely, the energy-aware DTEGR algorithm is at the second step
using weight factor technique to combine it with distance metric.
We set the traffic sessions as 900, and focus on node 55’s bat-
tery life, so as to see whether energy metric can extend node 55’s
battery life time. We were using the energy weight factor value
sample set {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6} respectively in this scenario, and the
results are shown in below.

As can be seen in the Table 8, as the increment on energy
weight factor, the life time of node 55 was increasing accordingly
until reach 0.6. This is because after 0.6, the energy weight factor
was too high to have the distance metric look for the direction
to destination for the algorithm. In such case, the algorithm was
more likely to find the next hop by the energy metric rather than
the distance and this make the algorithm select a very long route
to the destination so as to consume more energy (i.e., from over-
all network point of view) to achieve same task. This can be seen
in the packet latency metric which was very high. Moreover, the
high packet loss number and packet latency when energy weight
factor was at 0.6, this is due to the nodes in the center of the net-
work have the batteries exhausted before the 900 traffic sessions
were completed one by one. The high priority in energy metric
that it makes the DTEGR algorithm select a long distance route
to avoid those low batteries nodes, and at the end it even can’t
find the way to the destination that cause the high packet lost. In
such case, there was no valid route to the destination that causes
the packet loss. While the energy weight factor was at 0.4, the
battery life on node 55 was extended by about 20 seconds, but
at the same time, the packet latency was increased due to the en-
ergy load balance. The energy metric in DTEGR algorithm try to
select alternative routes to destination rather than a single route,
so as to achieve energy load balance. From the packet loss point
of view, the packet loss number was decreasing accordingly due
to the energy metric affect the algorithm to avoid the low bat-
tery nodes before they die. As can be seen that, while energy
metric was turned off, it cause 17 packet loss due to flatten bat-
teries. While the energy metric was at 0.4, there was no packet
loss at all. The results are indicating the energy metric can help
algorithm predict empty batteries node so as to avoid them before
they exhaust to save the packet loss.

In the last scenario for the DTEGR algorithm, we deploy 26
malicious nodes into the network to perform grey-hole attacks.
The attacks will be performed at the beginning of the simulation
all at the same time. The network setup is same as figure 4.2 in the
TIGER simulation section. There are 900 traffic sessions will be
proceeded, and each traffic session is 1 second interval. We use
the energy weight factor sample value sets {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}.
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Fig. 8 Energy metric cost in DTEGR packet loss.

Table 9 Mean packet latency for DTEGR.

The result are shown in the below.
From Fig. 8, we can see that, once the energy metric was turn

on, the packet loss number were similar between different en-
ergy weight factors. When the energy metric was turn off, the
high packet loss result was caused by the flat battery nodes, as al-
most half of packet loss were due to this reason. The J-Sim Tools
has shown every process of the traffic session in the simulation.
It is easy to find out what cause the packet loss. In such case,
when the energy metric was turn off, excluded the packet loss
number which caused by the exhausted battery, the packet lost
number were similar to when energy metric was turn on. These
results have confirmed the energy metric did not affect the per-
formance of trust metric in DTEGR algorithm. As DTEGR is
a two steps algorithm, it first has the trust metric to filer the ma-
licious nodes out of the safe forwarding list, then use the energy
and distance to select the neighbor as next hop to forward the
packet. In such case, the energy metric cannot affect the trust
metric. The packet latency results in Table 9 have also confirmed
the sacrifice on the distance to achieve energy load balance. After
the energy metric was turn on, the packet latency results were in-
creased except while energy weight factor was at 0.2. The reason
for low packet latency result when energy weight factor was at
0.2 is because of the energy load balance feature in the algorithm.
In the network, node 21 had the default choice for the next hop
is node 33 in DTEGR algorithm while energy metric is turn off
as node 33 is closer to the destination. But when the energy is
turn on in the DTEGR algorithm, as the energy weight factor in-
crease, the algorithm will more prefer node 42 as next hop. This
is because node 42 is closer to the edge of the network compare to
node 33. In such case, the energy consumption per second is less
than node 33. In this network scenario, route through node 42
actually is a closer secured route to the destination rather than
through node 33. This is the reason why the packet latency is
lower while energy weight factor at 0.2.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the DTEGR protocol which can
adapt and ensure network availability in various scenarios. It is
a trust-based geographical routing protocol that can achieve en-
ergy efficient by avoiding packets loss and searching for shorter
path from various cyber-attacks. The extensive simulation stud-

ies confirm that DTEGR algorithm able to resolve the weight fac-
tor selection problem between trust metric and distance metric in
ATSR algorithm by introducing the two stages strategy. The first
stage it uses trust metric with trust threshold to generate a safe
forwarding list, then the second stage is to use the distance met-
ric to select the next hop from that safe forwarding list. We also
setup more scenarios with different malicious attack levels to ver-
ify the stability of DTEGR algorithm. We found that DTEGR is
able to maintain the performance level through different network
scenarios, and better performance under heavy malicious attack
compare to ATSR algorithm. ATSR algorithm requires adjusting
different trust weight factor so as to perform well in different at-
tack level scenarios, where DTEGR does not need to have any
adjustment on any parameter. Moreover, the energy-aware func-
tionality in DTEGR requires a weight factor to combine it with
distance metric. Through the extensive simulation studies on the
energy-aware functionality in DTEGR, it confirmed the energy
metric able to help DTEGR achieve the energy load balance, so
as to extend the batteries life for the nodes in the network. But at
the same time, this energy-aware functionality sacrificed the dis-
tance metric performance to achieve the energy load balance. In
such case, the selection of optimal weight factor between energy
and distance metric is another problem waiting to be resolved.

In the future, more complex traffic flow scenarios and vari-
ous network topologies will be considered to evaluate the per-
formance of DTEGR.
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